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Sanctions Pulse 2019: 
Three Key Trends in 
Regulator Behaviour

Sanctions changed 
at a rapid pace

OFAC intensified 
foreign policy pressure

2019 was another busy year in the area 
of international sanctions. What can sanctions 
data tell us about foreign policy priorities?

The number of entities included 
on the OFAC list ballooned by

The OFAC list has historically been larger than other major sanctions lists. While its size remained stable between 
2014-2016, it grew significantly between 2016-2019, reflecting the change in U.S. political leadership and the 
increased use of sanctions by the Trump administration.

The EU and the U.S. shared seven of their respective 10 largest 
sanctions regimes, which included: terrorism, Iran, Syria, North 
Korea, Iraq, Venezuela, and Russia/Ukraine.

In contrast, the EU only had thematic 
sanctions programs in place to address 
terrorism and weapons of mass 
destruction (WMD) proliferation.

U.S. 10 largest sanctions regimes: EU 10 largest sanctions regimes: 

U.S. list breakdown EU list breakdown

While OFAC divided its focus between individuals and companies, 
the EU focused chiefly on individuals. 

Pressure increased for existing sanctions 
targets, such as Venezuela and Iran
OFAC sanctions priorities diversified 
to include new nations (Nicaragua) 
and topics (human rights violation 
and election interference)

updates, the OFAC 
list was by far the 
most frequently 
changing list. 

 242 
updates from major regulators* in 2019. 
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priorities diverged
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While 2019 was a volatile year for sanctions, there is little 
sign of the landscape stabilising in 2020.

With renewed EU political leadership, the 
yet unknown implications of Brexit on EU 
and UK sanctions programs, and the 
upcoming U.S. presidential election, 
maintaining awareness of sanctions risks 
in real time will continue to be a critical 
issue for international corporations.

To address the expanding scope of 
sanctions requirements, while tempering 
compliance costs and avoiding penalties, 
sanctions compliance practitioners need 
fast access to accurate data and 
sophisticated screening technology 
from a trusted source.

2020: a clean bill of health?

9%+

Meanwhile, lists issued by the three other major regulators (EU, UN and HMT) shrank in size 
during the first half of the year, demonstrating a divergence in policy compared with the U.S.

The U.S. used thematic sanctions 
in several areas, for example, to 
target narcotics, terrorism, human 
rights abuses, and corruption.

Key takeaways

The volume of designations 
under thematic sanctions 
programs may seem at odds 
with the common rhetoric 
of sanctions targeting 
opposing countries

The rising importance 
of thematic sanctions 
reflects a shift from 
international politics 
to global politics

While primarily visible in U.S. 
sanctions policy, the EU could 
follow the same path with the 
preparation of a Magnitsky-like 
sanctions regime targeting 
human rights

*The four major regulators in sanctions referred to here include the Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) in 
the U.S., Her Majesty’s Treasury (HMT) in the UK, the European Union (EU), and the United Nations (UN)

issue-based sanctions regimeNation-based sanctions regime

2018 
was a record year of OFAC sanctions 
imposition as a result of the U.S. decision 
to re-impose sanctions on Iran.
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